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Wednesday 21 November, 11am
Assemble: Temple Place, London WC2R

he National Union of Students have called
a national demonstration on November
21. As the Con-Dem government pushes
forward with austerity, education is at the
forefront of their attacks. The trebling of tuition
fees has opened the door to a new regime of
privatisation in colleges around the country.
Since the beginning of the academic year
local campaigns and disputes are multiplying.
Our Vice Chancellors are getting over paid,
while courses are being shut down. Staff
members and universities are being privatised
by those who got their education for free.
Education is increasingly being transformed
into a luxury for the rich.
The NUS demonstration is a great
opportunity to bring together all our different
campaigns, and give confidence to all those
involved in fighting for our education.
The student movement in Quebec is a great
example of how we can win with mass militant
action. They made the slogan of 2010 a reality:
What parliament does – the street can undo.
One demonstration will not be enough – we
need local campaigns, strikes and regular
national focuses. The N21 demo should be a
building block for a wider movement against
austerity in education.

Local assembly time/place:

http://educationactivistnetwork.wordpress.com
twitter.com/edactivistnet l educationactivist@googlemail.com
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